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Scout UltimateScout ProScout Standard

Get instant updates about who you’re working with on 

every job so you can

Scout Research is available in three tiers so you can choose the level of job research you need for each job. 

Find out who is on your jobs

Use better data. Achieve better results.

Scout Research
Access the most comprehensive data in construction for full industry transparency and vital 
project insights. 

Ensure your documents are sent to the right people

Confirm your documents have accurate job information

Skip the hassle of tracking down job details 
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Deeper research including calls and emails by a 
Scout Researcher
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“Scout Research saves us a ton of time and gives us confidence. The best research has been 
done by Levelset to make sure that we’re getting our notices to the owner.”
Ayla Gokturk, Credit and Collections Manager at Waste Collections

“I love that I  get to help to find and filll in the information gaps on projects, which ensures 
accurate and complete documents for our customers. I feel great knowing that I’m solving the 

puzzle that ultimately empowers our customers get the payment they have earned.”
Veronica Bird, Levelset Scout Ultimate Researcher

Best when you need to 
fill in or confirm basic job 
details.

Scout Standard

Best when you struggle 
to find more obscure 
details,  have incomplete 
job information, or when 
provided business names 
don’t match. 

Scout Pro

Best when you work lower 
down on the payment 
chain or often need 
help accessing general 
contractor, lender, or 
surety details. 

Scout Ultimate

Which level of Scout Research 
is right for you?


